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n today’s competitive business environment,
the pressure to reduce operational costs while
simultaneously maximizing revenue and shareholder value is a challenge for executives in every
industry. In the pharmaceutical industry, one area
of significant loss—and opportunity—is managed
care rebate programs.
The rise in participation in managed care programs in the US is staggering—from 40 percent
in 1990, the rate has skyrocketed to 90 percent
today. Much of this growth can be attributed to
the government’s use of managed care programs
through Medicare Part D. In addition, since 1990,
consistent fiscal pressures have increased the role
of PBMs and other managed care organizations as
principal negotiators with pharmaceutical manufacturers for complex rebate agreements.
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identify the discrepancies that are responsible for rebate summarized sales data masks a variety of errors and disoverpayments, address the issues with their trading partners, crepancies. For example, members often switch between
reclaim lost revenue, and, eventually, stop the bleeding.
prescription drug plans within a program. As a result,
two PBMs might submit rebates for the same individual,
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Typically, the manufacturers review the summaries and pay to high-level summaries from PBMs, they have no way of anthe invoices.
alyzing the underlying data to identify the source of errors.
This use of summarized data was sufficient when the They are, in fact, flying blind. According to several internal
volume of prescriptions paid through the rebate process audits, manufacturers overpay millions of dollars in rebates
was relatively low in comparison to the total number of each year with no clear understanding of why, and no docuprescriptions. But with more and more prescriptions being mentation to support potential disputes.
purchased via managed care plans, submission errors have
And it’s a very big deal. Collectively, these discrepancies
increased exponentially—and most of those errors don’t result in billions of dollars in lost revenue for the pharma
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ccording to several internal
audits, manufacturers
overpay millions of dollars
in rebates each year with no
clear understanding of why,
and no documentation to
support potential disputes
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Handling Rebate
Overpayments

Somewhat surprisingly, most
manufacturers have not focused
on claims validation and the clear
opportunities it offers for revenue
recovery. There are two main reasons: some have tried and failed,
and others are simply not aware
of the issue.
Many tier-one pharmaceutical
manufacturers with annual gross
revenue of more than $5 billion
fall into the first category. They’re
aware of rebate overpayments, and
have tried to build and implement
their own internal systems to gather and analyze detailed sales data
12% from trading partners. But there
are many challenges in building
11% complex, data-intensive information systems, and the results have
10% been less than satisfactory.
Other manufacturers have
9% hired vendors to gather and
analyze the data externally. But
8% in this “one-size-fits-all” solution, the vendors were unable to
drill down to the manufactur7%
5
ers’ individual trading partners
and uncover specific errors and
discrepancies. This is due to the
fact that these vendors perform
an identical, limited set of data
validations for all PBM submissions. Manufacturers are, therefore, unable to alter validation
parameters for particular PBMs
or data submissions in order to
target entity or data-specific error trends and known issues. As
a result, they could only produce

Part D on the Rise
As of September 2007, more than 26 million people were enrolled
in Medicare Part D. That number is exprected to increase to nearly
44 million by 2015.
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industry. Based on today’s prescription drug expenditures,
an error rate of only 1 percent
would result in industry-wide
revenue leakage of more than $2
billion. And that’s a conservative
estimate when you take into account that the average error rate
is more like 3 to 5 percent.
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The Shift in PBMs
The last half-decade has seen a shift from large pharmacy benefit
managers to smaller firms. These industry dynamics could increase
the risk for rebate processing errors.
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A Proof of Value
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ortunately for manufacturers, an
investment in the area of claims
validation provides an excellent return
on investment (ROI) based on real-world
examples. This is true even when taking
into account all ongoing increased operational costs associated with the process.
The reason is simple: Over the past
seven years, proven and reliable systems
have appeared that allow manufacturers to automate the claims validation
process while simultaneously reducing
increases in other associated operational
costs. In addition, those firms that have
implemented a strategy in this area have
repeatedly documented average error
rates of 3 percent, which would directly
translate into rebate overpayments.
The following case study demonstrates
how one pharmaceutical manufacturer
implemented a claims validation strategy
to identify and address overpayments to
two PBMs.
A utilization rebate audit was performed

SUBMITTER SUBMITTED USE ACCEPTED UNITS

REJECTED UNITS

PBM #1

8,531,576

8,233,852

297,724

PBM #2

49,328,818

47,180,222

2,148,596

TOTAL

57,860,394

55,414,074

2,446,320

POTENTIAL
SUBMITTER ACTUAL REBATES PAID
PAYOUT

SAVINGS

SAVINGS
(%)

PBM #1

$236,747

$228,792

$7,955

3.4

PBM #2

$2,318,169

$2,075,269 $242,900 10.5

TOTAL

$2,554,916

$2,304.061 $250,855 9.8

for a branded specialty manufacturer with
annual revenues of $380 million. From the
universe of trading partners, two PBMs
were chosen for this audit. These constituted two of the largest volume PBMs
with which the manufacturer engaged in
contractual rebate arrangements. The
analysis was conducted by performing a
series of data validations against a full
year’s worth of prescription data from each
of the PBMs. A summary of the results is
shown in the following table.
Using internal contractual price struc-

high-level reports that were not much better than what PBMs
were offering.
Many tier-two and smaller pharmaceutical manufacturers, those with annual gross revenue below $5 billion, fall
into the second category: they simply are not aware of rebate overpayment. They typically don’t have the resources
or infrastructure to identify such issues in the first place

The Storm Approaches
According to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) National Health Care Expenditures Projections: 2005–2015, prescription drug costs will grow an
average of 8.1 percent over the next 10 years. This indicates that at least $446 billion will be spent on prescription drugs in the year 2015(roughly double the expenditure
in 2007.) Based on those projections, revenue leakage for
manufacturers will skyrocket to almost $4.5 billion by the
year 2015.
The advent of Medicare Part D has also thrown fuel on
the fire. Perhaps the biggest script processing risk imposed
by Medicare Part D is the potential massive switching of participants on a yearly basis between various Medicare Part D
managed care plans. As of September 2007, more than 26
million individuals were enrolled in Medicare Part D, and
this number is expected to grow to 43.8 million by 2015,
further increasing the risk for error.

tures, the manufacturer was then able to
quantify the outcome of the analysis as
shown in the following table.
These results employed a series of
robust validations which were tailored
specifically to the industry as well
as the data content itself. The audit
indicated an average of 9.8 percent revenue recapture for the two submitters,
while taking into account the manufacturer’s explicit instructions regarding
specific parameters for the validations
that were employed.

Another major issue stems from the fact that Medicare
Part D is administered by commercial entities—the same entities that administer commercial drug plans. At its creation
the government, looking for cost efficiencies and not wanting to create additional infrastructure, outsourced management of Part D to these companies because they already had
the infrastructure in place to manage the programs.
But this consolidation has led to a host of rebate errors.
The companies that manage Medicare Part D distribute
prescription drugs under the various programs but with different price structures, and process the sales data through
the same computer systems internally, often resulting in
mispriced drugs, duplicate rebate submissions, and other
discrepancies that are passed along to the pharmaceutical
manufacturers. Add to this scenario the switching of participants between Medicare Part D and commercial plans, and
you have a recipe for disaster.
Further roiling the managed care rebate atmosphere are
significant changes taking place within the commercial PBM
industry. For one thing, smaller PBMs are growing at the
expense of larger ones. In 2002, the top three PBMs by prescriptions-per-year—held over half the total market share.
By 2Q 2007, their share of the market had dropped to 44
percent. That same quarter, the top five PBMs’ share dropped
from 70 percent in 2002 to 61 percent.
These industry dynamics increase the risk for error in a
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variety of ways. Rapidly growing, smaller PBMs may have
more immature processes and higher manual intensity,
thereby increasing the risk of poor script quality and/or
rebate processing errors. Mergers and divestitures among
PBMs could also bring about organizational, process and
automation/IT risks. All of these factors put increasing pressure on pharmaceutical manufacturers to incorporate a process through which they can validate claims and stem the
flow of lost revenue.

How to Stop the Bleeding
The question for pharmaceutical executives is how best to
guarantee results and maximize benefit. Based on 20 years of
experience consulting with the world’s leading pharmaceutical manufacturers, here are my best practices for claim validation and reducing rebate overpayment.
Bring It In-House Deploy an internal, integrated solution to automate claims validation; this offers a better
return-on-investment than an external service. Once the initial acquisition and implementation costs have been realized,
ongoing costs for an internal solution drop dramatically.
You’ll enjoy continual revenue recovery while remaining in
full control of the process.
The other benefit of having the data in-house is that it
enables you to perform a variety of advanced analyses to improve overall business processes. For example, manufacturers can use this data to make educated decisions about their
contracting relationships.
Get Down to Details Manufacturers need a solution
that enables them to examine and validate sales
data down to the lowest granular level. You should be able
to view the data by individual trading partner, submission
time period, and each individual submission. That way, you
can uncover and resolve specific discrepancies and errors.
In addition, you can identify whether or not certain trading
partners have tendencies toward particular issues with their
data, and if so, improve your efficiency by targeting those
specific issues moving forward.
Take Control Take control of your managed care rebates by designating someone within your contracts
organization to be responsible for minimizing rebates and
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maximizing retained earnings. To be effective, this individual must have maximum control of how data is validated.
This includes, on a granular scale, manufacturer- and product-specific elements,
as well as the ability to vary validation
strategies by individual trading partner
and data submission.
Integrate with Internal Systems Directly integrate the claims validation
solution with your internal contract and rebate payment systems in order to maintain the full integrity of
the results. This provides rapid and accurate responses to data
corrections within incoming utilization submissions, as well as
within your own contract membership and product structures.
Capture and Track Data Implement systems that
capture and retain all utilization data throughout
the life cycle of the claims validation process. Ensure that
you can access your prescription-level data at any time,
and that you have a full audit trail to demonstrate how
the data was validated. This will support trading partner
reconciliation activities and help facilitate internal and
external audits.
Conduct Validation Tests Clearly define your rebate
validation process, ensuring it utilizes consistent and
comprehensive validation tests. If you don’t know whether or
not you are operating in the most effective manner, take a snapshot of a few PBMs over a short period of time. This exercise
will give a sense of what revenues could be regained through a
claims validation strategy.
At this juncture, it’s vital for manufacturers to recognize the inevitability of government examination within
the context of Part D. As the next presidential election approaches, both opponents and proponents of the Medicare
Part D legislation will look to more effectively quantify its
results throughout the marketplace. Therefore, it’s crucial
that pharmaceutical manufacturers implement strategies
within their commercial and Medicare Part D processes
that provide the same level of detailed examination and
transparency as is common practice within their internal
Medicaid operations.
Now more than ever, market forces have converged
that mandate that pharmaceutical manufacturers deploy
a consistent and reliable strategy for utilization-based
claim validation. Fortunately, this is one area that all but
guarantees a solid return on investment along with numerous other benefits, both tangible and intangible, for
those manufacturers that have the foresight to capitalize
on the opportunity.
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Chris Biddle is the vice president of Life Sciences Direction for I-many, Inc. He
has consulted with leading pharmaceuticaturers to successfully validate rebate
submissions, and currently consults for seven out of the 10 largest pharmaceutical manufacturers in the world. He can be reached at cbiddle@imany.com.
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